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Abstra t:

In distributed real-time systems, meeting the real-time onstraints is mandatory but the satisfa tion

of other appli ation-dependent

riteria is most generally required as well.

Systems (NCS) are known to be sensitive to
known Medium A

In parti ular, Networked Control

ommuni ation delays su h as frame response time jitters. Well

ess Control (MAC) algorithms su h Non-Preemptive Deadline Monotoni

(NP-DM) or Non-

Preemptive Earliest Deadline First (NP-EDF) are e ient in terms of bandwidth usage but they may perform
poorly regarding other appli ation dependent performan e

riteria.

This paper highlights a

lass of on-line

s heduling poli ies targeted at s heduling frames at the MAC level, and provides a s hedulability analysis that
is valid for all poli ies within the
on COTS

onsidered

lass. As it will be shown, these algorithms are easily implementable

omponents (e.g., Controller Area Network

ontrollers) and oer good trade-os between feasibility

and the satisfa tion of other appli ation-dependent

riteria su h as the response time jitter.
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ommuni ation systems, s heduling, proto ols, eld buses.
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Optimisation de la qualité de servi e des proto oles MAC temps réel
Résumé : Dans les systèmes distribués temps réel, le respe t des ontraintes temps réel est sine qua non mais
la satisfa tion d'autres

ritères est également le plus souvent requis.

en réseau" (Networked Control System - NCS ) sont
tion

omme la gigue sur les temps de réponse.

ommuni ation (Medium A

En parti ulier, les "systèmes

onnus pour leur sensibilité aux délais de

Les proto oles les plus

ourants pour l'a

ess Control - MAC ) tel que Deadline Monotoni

ontrlés

ommuni a-

ès au médium de

(NP-DM) ou Earliest Deadline

First non-préemptif (NP-EDF) sont e a es en termes d'utilisation de bande passante mais peuvent avoir un
omportement médio re au regard des autres
présente une

ritères de performan es dépendants de l'appli ation. Ce papier

lasse de politiques d'ordonnan ement en ligne pour l'ordonnan ement des trames au niveau MAC,

et fournit une analyse d'ordonnan ement appli able à toutes les politiques appartenant à
nous le montrerons,
des

ontrleurs de

es algorithmes sont fa ilement implémentables sur des
ommuni ation CAN, et orent un bon

ritères propres à l'appli ation

Mots- lés :

lasse. Comme

ommer e,

omme

ompromis entre faisabilité et la satisfa tion des

omme la gigue sur les temps de réponse.

Systèmes temps réel, systèmes de

oles, réseaux de terrain.

ette

omposants du

ontrle, systèmes de

ommuni ation, ordonnan ement, proto-
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3

Introdu tion

Context of paper

In distributed real-time systems, the respe t of timing

but other appli ation-dependent
Systems (NCS), where the
onstant delays in the

requirement

ontrol system is distributed through a network, message ex hanges indu e non-

ontrol-loop, whi h ae ts the performan e and even the stability of the

system [1, 2, 3℄. The frame s heduling algorithm at the Medium A
on these delays and thus, should be

Problem denition

onstraint is a basi

riteria besides feasibility are of interest. For instan e, in Networked Control

hosen a

ontrolled

ess Control (MAC) has a large inuen e

ording to the appli ation's performan e requirements.

The problem is to devise MAC level s heduling algorithms that are e ient in terms of

bandwidth usage as well as for the satisfa tion of appli ation dependent

riteria. Moreover, as far as possible,

these algorithms should be implementable on COTS hardware and indu e small overhead. In the following, we
will

onsider that the MAC s heduling algorithm is implemented on top of a priority bus, su h as CAN [4, 5℄,

VAN [6℄ or J1850 [7℄. Indeed, priority buses have proven to be ee tive in a real-time

ontext, and are widely

available and used.

Related work

Many studies have been devoted to nd s heduling solutions that are well suited to the

appli ation's requirements, both for the s heduling of tasks and the s heduling of messages.
1. S heduling of tasks:
In [8℄, a modied version of the Constant Bandwidth Server (CBS), initially proposed in [9℄, is used to
eliminate jitters. Data input and data output o

ur at xed points in time and

CBS, whi h is an abstra tion of a dedi ated CPU oering a
that

ontrol tasks run in a

hosen fra tion of the original CPU, to ensure

ontrol tasks nish before the output of the data.

To better t to the pro essing requirements of a
[10, 11℄, the elasti

ontrol system, new task models have been

on eived. In

task model is proposed to handle overruns: task adapt their period at runtime in su h

a way as to keep the systems underloaded. In [12, 13℄, it is proposed that
three dierent parts: sampling,

ontrol tasks are subdivided in

omputation, a tuation. Sampling and a tuation sub-tasks are assigned

a high priority in order to redu e the jitters.
Another solution is to adjust the parameters of the tasks to a hieve the desired goals. In [14℄, the worstase end-of-exe ution jitter is minimized by

hoosing appropriate deadlines.

In [15℄, initial osets and

priorities are adjusted to redu e jitter by minimizing preemption.
Improvements

an also be brought by well

hoosing the parameters of the s heduling poli ies. In [16℄, a

priority allo ation s heme is proposed to redu e the average response time while, in [17℄, the problem of
hoosing s heduling poli ies and priorities on a Posix 1003.1b
Finally, another way is to

ompliant operating system (OS) is ta kled.

reate new s heduling poli ies. In [18℄, the s heduler is synthetized as a timed

automata from the Petri net modeling the system and the properties expe ted from the system. In [19℄,
also starting from a Petri net model of the system, an optimal s heduling sequen e is found by examining
the marking graph of the Petri net. In dire t link with this study is the work published in [20℄, where
on-line task s heduling poli ies are

on eived for optimizing appli ation-dependent performan es

riteria.

2. Message s heduling:
E ient s heduling s hemes have been proposed in [21℄ and [22℄ to ensure fairness and bandwidth isolation
between streams of messages sent on a CAN bus, respe tively with a
full

entralized (i.e., a master node has

ontrol over the s heduling) and de entralized s heme.

Other studies proposed solutions for implementing Non-Preemptive Earliest Deadline First (NP-EDF)
in order to a hieve a higher network utilization rate while meeting timing
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CAN in [23, 24, 25℄ with solutions where deadlines are en oded on a logarithmi

time s ale, whi h has

been shown to minimize the priority inversions due to the limited number of priority bits.

In [26℄, a

NP-EDF implementation is proposed on top of FTT-CAN while [27℄ addresses the same problem when
the appli ation makes use of the standardized CAN appli ation layers CAL CiA [28℄ and CANOpen [29℄.
Another s heme, published in

[30℄, allows to redu e the response time jitter due to bit-stung by intro-

du ing some restri tions on the priorities that

an be allo ated to the stream of frames on a CAN network.

To a hieve the same goal, the authors in [31, 32℄ propose a geneti

algorithm to adjust the initial osets

of messages in order to redu e transmission jitter (same goal as [15℄ for the unipro essor

Overview of the approa h
at the MAC level.

In this study, the problem addressed is to e iently grant a

The performan e

appli ation dependant

ess to the network

riteria are the s hedulability of the systems and the satisfa tion of

riteria, su h as the frame response time jitter whi h is

Systems. The proposal is

ase).

ru ial for Networked Control

omprised of three distin t steps:

1. dene the properties that a good MAC-level real-time s heduling poli ies must possess and identify a
sub- lass, parti ularly promising in terms of performan es,
2. derive a s hedulability analysis for this sub- lass

lass of s heduling poli ies and address the implementa-

tion issues,
3. explore the sear h spa e and nd out the most e ient poli ies. Two
ase where the poli y has to be e ient on average (it
hara teristi s are a priori not known). And, the

ases

an be distinguished. The

an be used with dierent tra

streams whose

ase where the poli y should be ne tuned for a parti ular

appli ation.

Organisation of the paper

In se tion 2, the

omputational model is stated. In se tion 3, the properties

required from a good s heduling algorithm in the real-time
poli ies, the sub- lass

ontext are exihibited. Among this set of good

onsidered in the following is presented. In se tion 4, the implementation issues on top

of the CAN priority bus are dis ussed. Se tion 5 is devoted to the s hedulability analysis. Finally, experiments
showing the ee tiveness of the proposal are summarized in se tion 6.

2

Network model

This study deals with the s heduling of frames at the Medium A
that segmentation takes pla e in the upper layers of the

ess Control level; in parti ular it is assumed

ommuni ation sta k. The a

ess to the bus is granted

by an algorithm (e.g., priority based, token bus, et .) that is termed the s heduling poli y in the rest of the
paper.

2.1
A set

Tra

F

of

m

stream model

tra

streams is

may be several tra
frames, where

fk,n

onsidered. Nodes, inter onne ted through a network, send the streams. There

streams sent by the same node. Ea h tra

denotes the

n

used in CPU s heduling, a tra

th

frame of the tra

stream

fk

is

stream

stream

fk .

Dk

generates and queues periodi ally

By analogy to the periodi

hara terized by a triple

ase transmission time of a frame belonging to the stream,

fk

(Ck , Dk , Tk )

sporadi

fk .

The release time of a frame

streams and jitters in the availability dates are not

fk,n

Ck

task model
is the worst-

the relative deadline (i.e. maximum tolerable

delay between the transmission request and the re eption at all re eiving nodes), and
between two instan es of

where

is denoted by

Ak,n .

onsidered here but

Tk

the inter-arrival time

For the sake of

an be taken into a

larity,
ount as

lassi ally done, see [33℄ for instan e.
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Con rete and non- on rete tra

Ai,1

release time of its rst frame
are unknown.

A set of

stream with index

Ak,1

k,

n

5

streams

non- on rete tra

while a set of

is the initial oset of stream

on rete tra

A

(fi , Ai,1 )

stream

is a stream for whi h the

is known before run-time while the release times of non- on rete streams

n
fk

Ω = {f1 , f2 , ......., fn }, where fk
ω = {(f1 , A1,1 ), (f2 , A2,1 ).......(fn , An,1 )},

streams is denoted by

on rete tra

streams is

on rete tra

streams

of the system is

Ω

ω is said feasible (or s hedulable )
re eived after its absolute deadline Dk,n = Ak,n + Dk . A non- on rete set of tra
the on rete sets ω , whi h an be generated from Ω, are feasible.
A

on rete set of tra

A s heduling poli y is optimal with respe t to a
within its

streams

to the set

ω.

Feasibility and optimality
is feasible, if all

where

(i.e. the release time of the rst instan e). Without restri tions on the

initial osets, there is an innite number of mapping from the set of non- on rete tra
of

is the

lass if no other poli y of the

streams

ertain

if no frame
streams

Ω

riterion (e.g. feasibility, average response time)

lass performs better with respe t to the

riterion. In the following,

optimal is used to mean optimal with respe t to feasibility. A s heduling poli y is non- on rete optimal (with
respe t to feasibility) if it su
the

essfully s hedules all the non- on rete sets that are s hedulable with a poli y of

lass. As shown in [34℄, Non-Preemptive Earliest Deadline First (NP-EDF - smaller the absolute deadline,

greater the priority) is non- on rete optimal within the

lass of non-idling poli y, where non-idling means that

the network is not idle when there are frames awaiting for transmission.

2.2

Dening poli ies through priority fun tion.

Priority fun tions is a

onvenient way of formally dening in a non-ambiguous manner s heduling poli ies,

whi h to our best knowledge, was introdu ed for the rst time in [35℄. The priority fun tion
the priority of a frame

fk,n

at time

t

. The network is allo ated, at ea h time, a

Γk,n (t)

indi ates

ording to the Highest Priority

First (HPF) paradigm.
Fun tion
dimensional
two ve tors,

Γk,n (t) takes its value from a totally ordered set P , whi h is hosen in [35℄ to be the set
IR-valued ve tors P = {(p1 , ..., pn ) ∈ Rn | n ∈ N} provided with a lexi ographi al order.
oordinates are

the priority order with the

ompared one by one starting from the left, the rst dierent

an be

fi,j

at time

t).

has a higher priority than

ompared with the same rule as above and the

is the lowest numeri al value (e.g.
than

Between

oordinate de ides

onvention the smaller the numeri al value, the higher the priority. For instan e,

Γi,j (t) = (3, 4, 5) and Γk,n (t) = (3, 4, 6) implies that fi,j
of dierent sizes

of multi-

Γi,j (t) = (3, 4, 5)

and

fk,n at time t.

Priority ve tors

onvention that a missing

Γk,n (t) = (3, 4)

means that

fk,n

Finally, two ve tors are equal i they have the same size and if the

oordinate

has a higher priority
omponents are equal

one by one. As it will be explained in se tion 4, on a priority bus su h as CAN, the priority ve tor
mapped to the priority

arbitration me hanism of the priority bus to perform the arbitration a
by the priority fun tion

fk,n

ording to the s heduling poli y dened

Γk,n (t).

Most real-time s heduling poli ies
a frame

an be

oded in the Identier eld of the frames. This allows to take advantage of the native

an be dened easily using priority fun tions. For instan e, the priority of

under NP-EDF and Non-Preemptive Deadline Monotoni

(NP-DM - smaller the relative deadline,

greater the priority), priority be omes:
NP −EDF
Γk,n
(t) =

where

Bk,n

(Ak,n + D k , k, n) if t < Bk,n
(−∞, k, n) if t ≥ Bk,n

is the transmission begin of

see denition 2). The

t ≥ Bk,n )

(

−∞ value

fk,n

of the rst

ensures non-preemptiveness. A

NP −DM
, Γk,n
(t) =

(the last two

oordinates

(D k , k, n) if t < Bk,n
(−∞, k, n) if t ≥ Bk,n

k, n

are needed to ensure de idability,

omponent of the priority ve tor after the start of transmission (i.e.

lass of poli ies of parti ular interest, to whi h NP-EDF and NP-DM

belong, is the Priority Promotion at Exe ution Beginning poli ies.

RR n° 6247
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Denition 1 [35℄ A s heduling poli y
priority of a frame may

A

is a Priority Promotion at Exe ution Beginning (PPEB) poli y if the

hange only at the start of transmission

( −
→
P k,n
P P EB
Γk,n (t) =
−
→
Q k,n
where the priority ve tor of a frame

fk,n

if
if

Bk,n

of the frame:

t < Bk,n
,
t ≥ Bk,n

before (resp. after) its exe ution beginning is

−
→
P k,n

(resp.

−
→
Q k,n ).

Besides providing non-ambiguous denition of the s heduling poli y, priority fun tions enable us to distinguish

lasses of s heduling poli ies and to derive generi

results that are valid for all the poli ies within a

ertain

lass. The next se tion presents the sub- lass of non-preemptive s heduling poli ies that will be studied in the
rest of the paper.

3

Study Domain

An arbitrary priority fun tion does not ne essarily dene a s heduling of interest for real-time
a poli y that

an be implemented in pra ti e. In this se tion, the properties require from a good s heduling

poli y is pre ised, where good means a poli y that
time

omputing nor

an be implemented in pra ti e and that is suited to real-

omputing. Then, among the set of all good poli ies, the parti ular

lass of s heduling poli ies

onsidered

in this study is dened.

3.1

Good s heduling poli ies

A good poli y must meet a
a real-time

ertain number of

riteria, whi h are needed for the poli y to be implemented in

ontext.

De idable poli ies

Poli ies must be de idable : at any time t, there is exa tly one frame of maximal priority

among the set of a tive frames (i.e. frames whi h
introdu ed in [35℄ for the unipro essor

ontend for the

hannel). This

on ept of de idability was

ase.

Denition 2 [35℄ A priority fun tion is de idable i, at ea h time

t

su h that work is pending, there is exa tly

one frame with the highest priority among the set of pending frames.
For instan e, the last two

omponents of

−
→N P −EDF
= (Ak,n + Dk , k, n)
P k,n

ensure de idability in

ase of equal

deadlines. Note that this property is also required for an implementation on a priority bus.

Temporal invariant poli ies

In this study, for the sake of predi tability of the system, the only s heduling

poli ies of interest are su h that the relative priority between two frames does not depend on the numeri al
value of the lo al

lo ks. The relative priority must remain the same if the arrival of all frames is shiftedto

the left or the right. The poli y is thus independent of the value of the lo al

lo ks at start-up time.

Su h poli ies are said shift temporal invariant (STI) poli ies. NP-EDF is a STI poli y sin e the priority
between two frames only depends on the oset between arrival dates and on relative deadlines. On the

−
→
P k,n = (Ck · Ak,n , k, n) is
Cj = 1 and the same two frames

fi,1

fj,1

ontrary,

Ai,1 = 0, Ci = 10

a poli y dened by

not STI; just

Aj,1 = 1

ex ept that the arrival dates are shifted to the right by one unit

with

onsider

and

with

and

of time.

Denition 3 Let two on rete tra stream sets be

Φ), (f2 , A2,1 + Φ).......(fn , An,1 + Φ)}

where

ω

′

is a

′

ω = {(f1 , A1,1 ), (f2 , A2,1 ).......(fn , An,1 )} and ω = {(f1 , A1,1 +
shifted version of ω (with Φ ∈ Z).
INRIA
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A is Shift Temporal Invariant (STI) i for all possible Φ ∈ Z, ∀i, j, k, n

su h that

(k, n) 6=

(two distin t frames), one has:

∀t ΓA,ω
≻ (resp ≺) ΓA,ω
=⇒
i,j (t)
k,n (t)
A,ω ′
A,ω ′
Γk,n (t + Φ) ≻ (resp ≺) Γi,j (t + Φ)
where

ΓA,ω
k,n (t)

is the priority of

Implementable poli ies

fk,n

of the

on rete tra

stream set

For being implementable in pra ti e,

ω

at time t.

omponents of the priority ve tor must be

representable by a limited number of bits (for instan e, 11 bits on standard CAN). In the following,
of the priority ve tor take their value in the set of rational numbers
number of available bits,

Q;

oordinates

the impre ision due to the limited

alled quantization error as in [23℄, will be taken into a

ount in the s hedulability

analysis developed in paragraph 5.
Any good MAC-level s heduling algorithm intended to be implemented on top of a priority bus has to
fulll the aforementioned properties: the poli y must be de idable, shift temporal invariant and implementable.
In the next paragraph, the

3.2

lass of non-preemptive poli ies studied in the rest of the paper is dened.

Sear h spa e

The sear h spa e belongs to the
poli ies is dened and this

lass of Non-Preemptive Arrival Time Dependent poli ies. First, this

Non-Preemptive Arrival Time Dependent poli ies
dent (NP-ATD) poli ies

lass of

hoi e is justied.

The term Non-Preemptive Arrival Time Depen-

omes from the fa t that, within this

lass, the priority of a frame depends on its

arrival time. NP-ATD poli ies is a sub- lass of PPEB poli ies introdu ed earlier (see denition 1).

Denition 4 A Non-Preemptive Arrival Time Dependent poli y is a poli y whose priority fun tion an be put
under the form:

( −
→
P k,n = (Ak,n + pk , k, n)
Γk,n (t) =
−
→
Q k,n = (−∞, k, n)
where

pk

(i.e.

if

t < Bk,n
t ≥ Bk,n

(1)

pk : k 7→ Q+ .

is an arbitrary fun tion of the stream

value

if

fk ,

whi h returns a positive value identi al for all frames of

an be an arbitrary numeri al value or it

D k , Tk

or

Ck ).

For instan e, for NP-EDF,

an be dependent of some

pk

hara teristi s of the tra

is equal to the relative deadline

Motivations for Non-Preemptive Arrival Time Dependent poli ies

fk .

The

stream

Dk .

First of all, NP-ATD poli ies are

good s heduling poli ies:




de idability is ensured by the last two

NP-ATD poli ies are Shift Temporal Invariant, see denition 3, sin e the relative priority between two

fk,n and fi,j
tions pk and pi ,

frames
fun



omponents of the priority ve tors,

depends only on the oset between arrival dates and on the values returned by

the poli ies are implementable; se tion 4 is devoted to the implementation issues.

Se ond, NP-ATD poli ies are promising in terms of performan es.
respe t to feasibility with non- on rete tra

RR n° 6247
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poli ies that perform

lose to NP-EDF in terms of feasibility while having a mu h better behavior with respe t

to appli ation-dependent

riteria. The experiments presented in paragraph6

will be shown in paragraph 4, a generi

onrm this intuition. Third, as it

feasibility analysis, through response time bound

omputation,

an be

derived for all NP-ATD poli ies.

4

S heduling frames with NP-ATD poli ies

This se tion deals with the pra ti al issues of implementing NP-ATD poli ies for s heduling messages at the
MAC level.

In the following, an implementation on top of the CAN network is

network is widely used, very

onsidered.

Indeed, CAN

heap and it is a well mastered te hnology that possesses interesting features for a

wide-range of real-time systems. The me hanisms dis ussed in the following

an be adapted in a straightforward

manner to all other priority buses, su h as VAN [6℄ and the J1850 [7℄.
Several studies [36, 23, 24, 25℄ have ta kled the problem of s heduling messages with NP-EDF, whi h belongs
to NP-ATD poli ies, on top of CAN. In the following, the solutions in [23℄ and rened later in [24, 25℄ is extended
to NP-ATD poli ies.

4.1

Basi s of CAN MAC proto ol

On CAN, any node may start a transmission when the bus is idle. Possible
based arbitration pro ess. In
the

oni ts are resolved by a priority-

ase of simultaneous transmissions, the highest priority frame will be sent despite

ontention with lower priority frames. The arbitration is determined by the identier of the frames (i.e. their

priority) with the
su

onvention the smaller the numeri al value, the higher the priority. There is no need that

essive instan es of a re urrent frame have the same identier. This allows the implementation of poli ies

with dynami

4.2

priorities su h as NP-EDF and NP-ATD poli y.

NP-ATD poli ies s heduling on CAN

With NP-ATD poli ies, priority of frames are inversely proportional to

Ak,n + pk .

The basi

idea [36℄ is to

en ode the priority of the frame in the largest part of the identier. Sin e it is imposed on CAN that all frames
have distin t identiers, some bits are kept to ensure the uniqueness of the identier. A solution is to assign a
bit pattern distin t for ea h tra

stream. However, s heduling messages with NP-ATD poli ies on CAN raises

several problems. These problems, expli itly stated in [36℄, are the same as NP-EDF:
1. priorities

Ak,n + pk

be ome larger and larger with time sin e

Ak,n

depends on the

urrent

lo k value,

2. the mapping of the priorities to a limited number of bits indu es so- alled quantization errors (see
Appendix A): two distin t priorities
Without loss of generality, the time
between the emission of two su

an be

an be assigned the same identier due to its limited number of bits.
onsidered dis rete where its granularity is the bit-time (i.e., the time

essive bits of the same frame). To solve problem 1, the authors in [36, 23, 24, 25℄

propose to express the priority relatively to a time origin that is in reasing over time. Pre isely, the time origin

tstart

is updated to ea h new transmission beginning (i.e.

tstart =

maxk,n (Bk,n

≤ t)):

it is equal to the very

rst bit of the frame (Start of Frame bit). The priority of ea h pending message has to be updated at ea h new
transmission start. This

omputation indu es a very small overhead. For instan e, it is was estimated [25℄ to

be less than 3% on the widely used Siemens C167CR mi ro ontroller.
An ee tive solution to Problem 2 was developed in [23℄.
deadlines. One

The authors use a logarithmi

s ale to map

an exa tly reuse this te hnique for priorities of NP-ATD poli ies. The timeline is divided in

so- alled blo ks whose size are exponentially in reasing (see gure 5 in Appendix A). All blo ks are subdivided
into the same number of slots. The identier of a frame is then set to the index of the slot where the deadline

INRIA
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falls. This s heme allows to map a set of frames having a large range of priorities to a limited number of priority
bits.

In [23℄, it is formally proven that this te hnique greatly improves the s hedulability of the system by

limiting quantization errors. Details of priority en oding using logarithmi

s ale applied to NP-ATD poli ies

are given in Appendix A. Thanks to the te hniques used, quantization errors is redu ed but they
avoided and thus have to be taken into a

annot be fully

ount. In the following, a s hedulability analysis of NP-ATD poli ies

that in ludes quantization errors is proposed. It is worth pointing out that, the implementation of NP-ATD
poli ies

5

an be adapted to Token-Ring and CSMA-CD networks as made in [25℄ for NP-EDF.

S hedulability analysis of NP-ATD poli ies

S hedulability

an be analysed under NP-EDF using feasibility tests [34℄ and

omputation of bounds on the

Worst Case Response Times (WCRT) [37, 38℄. The aim of this se tion is to present a s hedulability analysis
through WCRT bounds with arbitrary deadlines and taking into a
the analysis made in [23, 24, 25℄ where only the

ount the quantization errors. This extends

ase where deadlines are lower than periods is handled. First,

paragraph 5.1 summarizes existing results on WCRT and applies them to NP-ATD poli ies. Then, paragraph 5.2
introdu es the overhead brought by quantization errors.

5.1

WCRT under NP-EDF: a re ap

rk (a)

The response time
tra

of a frame is the time elapsed between its arrival

a

and its

ompletion. The set of

streams is feasible under a given s heduling poli y if the response time of ea h frame is lower than or

equal to the relative deadline.

In general, it is not possible to

ompute the response times of all frames for

all foreseeable traje tories of the system; a solution for assessing feasibility is to

ompute bounds on response

times. Su h an analysis was derived for preemptive EDF in [33℄, later for NP-EDF in [37, 38℄. In [37℄, it is
shown that the worst

ase response time of a frame of a tra

stream o

urs after a

termed the As Soon As Possible pattern (ASAP for short). The authors use the
period for a frame

fk,n ,

ertain arrival pattern

on ept of deadline busy

whi h is a period of network utilization without idle-time during whi h only frames

with deadline not greater than

fk,n

are exe uted.

Lemma 1 [37℄ A bound on the response time of a frame, belonging to tra stream fk , released
after the beginning of its deadline busy period

a units of

time

an be found in the deadline busy period indu ed by the ASAP

pattern. The ASAP pattern is the situation where:

 fk


releases a frame at time

a

(other frames may have been released before time

all frames, whi h relative deadline

Di

is smaller than or equal to

a + Dk ,

a),

are released from time

t=0

on

at their maximum rate,



the largest frame of all tra
time

t = −1.

This

This lemma allows to
denoted

t

fk (a)

streams with relative deadline greater than

ompute a bound on the response time

rk (a)

of a tra

in the following. It was proven [37℄ that the exe ution of

is the length

Lk (a)

fk (a)

stream

fk

released at time

a,

starts, at the latest, at the time

an be solved by re urren e:

t = Wk (a, t) + Bk (a) +
t

, if any, is released at

onstitutes the so- alled blo king fa tor due to non-preemptiveness.

solution of the following equation whi h

in whi h

a + Dk



a
Tk



· Ck .

of the deadline busy period, and where

(2)

Wk (a, t)

is an upper bound for the

"higher priority workload" (i.e. work indu ed by frames of lower or equal deadlines) in an interval of length

RR n° 6247
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+ def
((x)
=

min(x, 0)):
Wk (a, t) =

X
i6=k

with

Bk (a)


 


+
a + Dk − Di
t
min
.Ci
+ 1,
+1
Ti
Ti
{z
}
|
maximum number of instan es in interval t
with a deadline lower than or equal to a + D k

(3)

fk (a)):

the blo king fa tor (i.e. the longest frame having a greater deadline than frame

Bk (a) = max {Ci | Di > a + Dk } − 1

(4)

i=1..m

and where the work of the other frames of tra

stream


Thus, a bound on the response time of a frame

a
Tk

fk (a)



fk

is:

· Ck

(5)

is:

rk (a) = max {Ck , Lk (a) + Ck − a} .
The response time bound for
of

a

fk

is

maxa rk (a).

It would be very time

but it is proven in [33, 37℄ that the only signi ant values of

a

(6)

onsuming to

ompute

rk (a) for

all values

are the elements of the following set

Ak = {t = n · Ti + Di − Dk | t ≥ 0, t ≤ L − Ck , n ∈ N, i = 1...m}
where

L

(7)

is the longest busy period (longest duration of the resour e without idle time, see [33℄ for

details). The signi ant values are the values whi h imply
with equation 3. The next se tion shows how this analysis

Ak :

omputation

hanges in the higher priority workload

omputed

an be adapted when priority inversions may o

ur

due to the limited number of bits available for en oding the deadlines.

5.2

WCRT under NP-EDF with quantization error

When the logarithmi

s ale is used, frames whi h have distin t deadlines

an belong to the same slot.

The

initial priority ordering given by deadlines is then lost and priority inversions may take pla e. In the worst- ase,
when

omputing the WCRT bound of a frame

fk (a),

all frames having a deadline in the same slot are assumed

fk (a). Pre isely, the higher priority workload is now made of
Ak,n + Dk + Sk (a, t), where Sk (a, t) is a bound on the size
the higher priority workload Wk (a, t) be omes:

to be of higher priority than

all frames having

a deadline lower or equal than

of the slot where

a + Dk − tstart

falls. Thus

Wk (a, t) =



+
 
X
a + Dk + Sk (a, t) − Di
t
+ 1,
+1
· Ci
min
Ti
Ti

(8)

i6=k

Sk (a, t) is not
a + Dk ), and on the time

A justi ation of the above formula is given in Appendix B. A di ulty is that the length of slot
onstant over time: it depends on the value of the deadline that is to be en oded (i.e.
origin of the logarithmi
Appendix B, the size of

Sk (a, t),

s ale (tstart ), whi h is updated at ea h new transmission beginning. As explained in

Sk (a, t)

in reases monotoni ally with

one has to nd a lower bound on the value of

arrives in

a,

an obvious lower bound is

a

but one

tstart

a + Dk − tstart . To derive
fk (a) may gain the

at whi h

an improve that result a

an upper bound on
hannel. Sin e

fk (a)

ording to the s heme proposed

in [24℄.
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As shown in [33, 37℄, the only signi ant values of

are values whi h imply

hanges in the higher priority workload

are integral values of the form

n · Ti + Di − Dk − Sk (a, t);

priori unknown sin e it depends also on

a.

The logarithmi

that, at any time, the length of a slot takes its value in
A solution to

apture a

slot's length; the set of

a

a that are really needed to be analyzed

omputed by equation 8. Pre isely, these values

a problem is that the length of the slot

Sk (a, t)

is a

en oding s heme presented in Appendix A ensures

[U, 2kmax U ],

where

U

hange in the higher priority workload is thus to

is the length of the rst time slot.
onsider all possible values for the

to analyse be omes:

Ak = {t = n · Ti + Di − Dk − x | t ≥ 0, t ≤ L − Ck , n ∈ N, x ∈ N, x = U...2kmax U , i = 1...m}.
The next se tion shows how this analysis

5.3

(9)

an be easily adapted to Arrival Time Dependent poli ies.

WCRT for NP-ATD poli ies with quantization error

A frame

fk,n

a parti ular

under NP-EDF possesses an initial priority ve tor
ase of NP-ATD poli y where

pk : k 7→ Dk

−
→
P k,n,

equal to

(Ak,n +Dk , k, n); NP-EDF is thus

(see denition of NP-ATD poli ies in paragraph 3.2).

In the following, it will be shown that Lemma 1 as well as the set of arrival dates to
pattern (see equation 7) remain valid with the
be omes priority busy periods for a frame

ondition that

fk,n

Dk

is repla ed by

Deadline busy periods

whi h are intervals of network utilization without idle-time

during whi h only instan es with higher priority than

fk,n

are exe uted.

Lemma 2 A bound on the response time of a frame, belonging to tra
after the beginning of its priority busy period

onsider after the ASAP

pk .

stream

fk ,

released

a

units of time

an be found in the priority busy period indu ed by the ASAP

pattern. The ASAP pattern is the situation where:

 fk


releases a frame at time

all frames, for whi h

pi

a

(other frames may have been released before time

is smaller than or equal to

a + pk ,

a),

are released from time

t = 0

on at their

maximum rate,



the largest frame of all tra

pi

streams with

greater than

a + pk

, if any, is released at time

t = −1.

This

onstitutes the so- alled blo king fa tor due to non-preemptiveness.

Sket h Of Proof

:

Consider virtual NP-EDF, a modied version of NP-EDF that would s hedule frames not by taking into a
deadline

Ak,n + D k

but an arbitrary virtual deadline

NP −EDF
Γvirtual
(t) =
k,n

where

pk ,

as

Dk ,

Ak,n + pk

ount their

. The priority fun tion of this virtual NP-EDF would be:

( →
−
P k,n = (Ak,n + pk , k, n) if t < Bk,n
,
→
−
Q k,n = (−∞, k, n) if t ≥ Bk,n

possesses the property that its value is equal for all frames of tra

stream

fk .

Indeed, this property on

pk

is needed for lemma 4.1 in [33℄ to hold (pre isely, when building the ASAP pattern, shifting left a frame must in rease the
higher priority workload).
A

ording to lemma 1, a response time bound for

Spuri [33℄, where
to be

Dk

is repla ed by

pk

fk

under virtual-NP-EDF o

urs after the ASAP pattern, as dened by

in the equations 3 and 7. To assess the feasibility, the response time bounds just have

ompared with the a tual relative deadlines

Dk .


The way to
ex ept that

RR n° 6247
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ompute the worst
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ase response times under a NP-ATD poli y is the same as under NP-EDF
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orresponding to the poli y in equations 4 and 8.
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6

Experiments

In this following, the performan es of NP-ATD s heduling poli ies are assessed in the

ontext of Networked

Control Systems, whi h is an important appli ation eld of our proposal.

6.1

Sear h spa e

The aim is to nd s heduling poli ies that perform well in terms of feasibility, for optimizing the use of the
network bandwidth, but that are also e ient with respe t to the

riteria important for NCS (dened in 6.2.1

and 6.3.2). In the following, simulations are done within a sub- lass of NP-ATD poli ies having a priority ve tor

−
→
P k,n

expressed as:

→
−
P k,n = (Ak,n + c · Ck + d · Dk , k, n) with c ∈ [0, 50] and d ∈ [0, 1],
whi h means that, in denition 4, one has

pk : k → c · Ck + d · Dk .

(10)

Thus, a poli y belonging to our sear h

spa e is dened by a priority fun tion having the form of equation 10. Simulations have shown that parameters

c ∈ [0, 50]

and

d ∈ [0, 1]

dene a sear h spa e where, most generally, the poli ies of interest are to be found.

This sub- lass of NP-ATD poli ies was

hosen be ause it is expe ted to

trade-o between feasibility and the satisfa tion of the other
NP-EDF a tually belongs to this

lass (pk

= Dk )

ontain poli ies providing a good

riteria important for NCS (see 6.2.1). Indeed,

and poli ies whose priority fun tion is  lose to NP-EDF

are expe ted to perform similarly in terms of s hedulability.

On the other hand, introdu ing a term that

depends on the transmission time should help to improve the other

riteria. In parti ular, it has been shown

that preemptive Shortest Remaining Pro essing Time First (SRPTF) is optimal for average response times
(see [39, 40℄ quoted in [41℄) and, in our simulations, Non-Preemptive Shortest Maximum Pro essing Time First
(NP-SMPTF), whi h is the non-preemptive version of SRPTF dened with
NP-EDF for all

onsidered

−
→
P k,n = (Ck , k, n),

outperformed

riteria besides feasibility.

In the following, the performan es of NP-ATD poli ies are evaluated against NP-SMPTF and NP-EDF. In
addition, Non-Preemptive Deadline Monotoni

(NP-DM) is also

onsidered be ause it is known for its good

1
performan es in terms of s hedulability and its ease of implementation.

6.2

Performan e wrt s heduling

6.2.1

Performan e

Classi ally, a
the

riteria

ontrol loop is

omprised of the sampling (i.e. data are read from sensors), the

ontrol, and the a tuation (i.e. transmission of the

omputation of

ontrol outputs to the a tuators). Spe i

delays have

been identied to impa t the stability and, more generally, the performan es of the system (see, for instan e,
studies in [42, 1, 3℄). These delays in lude:



the input-output laten y : the time elapsed between the sampling and the a tuation,



the sampling interval : the time interval between two



the sampling laten y: the time elapsed between the theoreti al sampling time and its a tual o

In NCS, where the
and from the
to

onse utive sampling points,

ontrol loop is distributed over a network, data transfered from the sensors to the

ontroller to the a tuators are ex hanged over a network.

ontroller (response time denoted by

tsc )

and from

The

urren e.
ontroller,

ommuni ations from sensors

ontroller to a tuators (response time denoted by

tca )

indu e non- onstant delays in the input-output laten y (equal to tsc + omputation time+tca ), and its variability
is known to have a

1 Non-Preemptive

ru ial inuen e on the

ontrol-loop performan es (see, for instan e, [1℄ and experiments

Deadline Monotoni is optimal wrt to feasibility for the non preemptive s heduling with Dk ≤ Tk when

D k ≤ D i implies Ck ≤ Ci , see [37℄.
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ommuni ation systems should thus minimize

ommuni ation delays and their

variabilities. In the experiments that follow, the impa t of NP-ATD poli ies on the response times of the tra
streams (i.e., delay between the queuing time and the transmission end) is studied.

6.2.2
One

Simulation setup
onsiders several tra

streams ex hanged on a CAN network. As to our best knowledge there are no

analyti te hniques for evaluating the values of our riteria, simulation is employed. A given riterion is evaluated
for a poli y as the average value over all tra

streams.

The byte transmission time is the smallest time unit, whi h means that the propagation delay and the
bit-stung are negle ted (sin e bit-stung depends on the a tual data transmitted, it is out of the s ope of this

Ck , is randomly hosen between 8 and 16 a ording to an
U

U
stream fk is uniformally distributed in m · 0.9 , m · 1.1 where
U is the network load and m the total number of tra streams. The relative deadlines Dk are uniformally hosen


T −Ck
k
, Tk + Tk −C
in the interval Tk − k
. Simulation onsists in s heduling on rete sets of tra streams,
2
2
whi h are generated from non- on rete ones by randomly hoosing the initial oset for ea h tra stream fk in
the interval [0, Tk ]. Response time bound omputations and simulations have been implemented in C++, and
study). The transmission time of a frame, denoted by

C
uniform law. The utilisation rate ( k ) of tra
Tk

an applet version of the simulator is freely available at http://www.loria.fr/~grenier/logi iel/SimApplet.html.

6.2.3

Inuen e of parameters

In this paragraph it is assessed how the parameters

c

and

d

inuen e feasibility and average response time

jitters, as measured by the standard deviation of the response times. For the former
for a poli y
under

A

is the per entage of tra

riterion, the performan e

streams that are feasible under NP-EDF and that remains feasible

A.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) shows the performan es of the set of poli ies dened by equation 10 where

{0.2, 0.5, 0.9}

and

c

takes its value in

[0, 50]

with steps equal to

0.5

. The performan es are presented in terms

of feasibility in gure 1(a) and average response time jitter in gure 1(b). The average values are
over 1500 simulation runs:
randomly

100 non- on rete sets of 10 tra streams with 15 dierent osets with a global load
[0.6, 0.7]. Only task sets that are feasible under NP-EDF were sele ted.

14
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(b) Average response time jitters

Figure 1: Feasibility and average response time jitters for poli ies dened by equation 10 with

c

40

Parameter ’c’ in priority vector

Parameter ’c’ in priority vector

and

omputed

hosen in the interval

100

55

d ∈

1500

d ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.9}
ardinality 10

simulations of task sets of
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the larger the value of

c

−
→
P k,n ,

in

the better the average response time jitters. The

feasibility signi antly diminishes when



the larger the value of

d

−
→
P k,n ,

in

c

ounterpart is that

in reases.

the better the feasibility with the drawba k that reponse time jitters

in rease.

Indeed, when

c be

omes large in equation 10,

c·Ck

has more inuen e than

Ak,n

and

d·Dk

on the frame priority.

Thus, the poli y tends to behave in a similar manner as Non-Preemptive Shortest Maximum Pro essing Time
First (see paragraph 6.1). The same reason explains that when
for both

d in

reases, the poli y performs

lose to NP-EDF

riteria. It is worth noting that no signi ant dieren es among poli ies for the average response times

are observed. This fa t is due to the relatively small variations of transmission time

Ck

imposed by the CAN

proto ol.
For the sake of

omparison, table 1 presents the performan es of NP-SMPTF and NP-DM by

omparison to

NP-EDF with the same simulated task sets. From gure 1 and table 1, one sees that NP-ATD poli ies
Avg response time jitter

Feasibility (%)
NP-SMPTF
NP-DM

learly

:

improvement over NP-EDF

57.5
100

17.9
−4.5

Table 1: Feasibility and average response time jitters (in

%)

for NP-SMPTF and NP-DM.

c lower than 40), and is better than NP-DM and NP-EDF
−
→
2
for the response time jitters. For instan e, the poli y dened by P k,n = (Ak,n + 18 · Ck +
10 D k , k, n) leads to
feasible s hedules for about 70% of the sets of tra streams while a hieving an average improvement of 10.2%
over NP-EDF for the response time jitter. On the same simulation setup, NP-SMPTF is feasible for 57.5%
of the tra stream sets while improving jitters of 17.9%. On the other hand, NP-DM leads to 100% feasible
outperforms NP-SMPTF in terms of feasibility (when

s hedules but is worst than NP-EDF regarding the jitters.
In pra ti e, most NCS will have better performan es (i.e., lower response time jitter in the simulations)
with a well- hosen NP-ATD poli y ensuring feasibility than under NP-EDF or NP-DM. Furthermore, feasibility
with NP-ATD poli y is mu h better than under NP-SMPTF. NP-ATD poli ies enable the appli ation designer
to implement a MAC level proto ol providing a good trade-o between feasibility and appli ation-dependent
riteria su h as jitter minimization.

6.3

Control performan e

In this part, a parti ular NCS is studied and the performan es of the best feasible NP-ATD poli y found are
ompared to the performan es of NP-EDF. The pro ess is a DC servo with a transfer fun tion dened as

G(s) =

1000
s2 +s .

The system, see gure 2,

onsists of a

a tuator nodes are distributed over a CAN network at
network tra

that models the other real-time tra

ontrol-loop where the sensor, the

125kbit/s.

ontroller and the

There is also an interfering node generating

streams ex hanged on the bus. This system is simulated

with the toolbox TrueTime under Matlab/Simulink, and is des ribed in more detail in [43℄. For this study, the
NP-ATD MAC layer proto ol des ribed in se tion 4.1 has been implemented in TrueTime.

6.3.1

Ar hite ture overview

Pre isely, as in [43℄, the NCS is

onstituted of:
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onsists of a

nodes are distributed over a CAN network at



ontroller and the a tuator

An interfering node generates disturbing tra .

a sensor node (one task - periodi ) where the sensor task samples the pro ess with a period of
the task sends the result

y(k)

to the

ontroller over the network (C

sampling time and the queuing time is set to



ontrol-loop where the sensor, the

125kbit/s.

a

omputes the

ontrol output signal

re eption of the frame and the queuing of the
PD- ontroller is used, and implemented a

Then,

The delay between the

9 · 10−4 s.

ontroller node (one task -event driven) where the

the sensor,

= 80bits).

0.01s.

u(k)

ontroller task, ea h time it re eives a frame from

and sends it to the a tuator. The delay between the

ontrol signal frame (C

= 80bits)

is set to

5 · 10−4 s.

A

ording to the following equations:

u(k) = P (k) + D(k),
P (k) = 1.5 · (r(k) − y(k)),
D(k) = 3.5 · 10−5 · D(k − 1) + 5.25 · (y(k − 1) − y(k)),
where



r(k),

the referen e, is a unit step (see [43℄ and [44℄ for more details).

an a tuator node (one task - event-driven)

ontrols the a tuator a

ording to the data re eived in the

ontroller's frame. The delay between the re eption of the frame and the a tuation is



5 · 10−4 s.

the interfering node (one task - time-driven) generates the disturbing tra . The set of its tra

streams

U , a random tra stream is iteratively added until the
U . The period of ea h tra stream is set at random a ording to
{0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5}, and the number of data bytes takes a random value

is randomly generated as follows: for a given load
load of the node be omes higher than
the uniform law in the set
in the interval

6.3.2

[1, 8].

Performan e

riteria

The unit step response of the system (in our simulation, if t < 0, r(t) = 0 else r(t) = 1) is used with the overshoot
O , the settling time Tsettling and the IAE (Integral of the Absolute magnitude Error) as the performan e metri s.
R Tsim
|e(t)| dt, where Tsim = 0.5s is the duration of the simulation, and the settling time
In this study, IAE =
0
Tsettling is the time required for the system to settle within 10%.
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6.3.3

Simulation results

Figure 3 shows an instan e of the unit step response of the system (at a load
NP-ATD poli y of the sear h spa e and with NP-EDF. As one

1.085,

while

Tsettling

drops from

46 · 10−3

to

119 · 10−3

U = 0.5)

with the best feasible

an see , the overshoot is redu ed from

1.155 to

with the best feasible NP-ATD poli y.

1.2

unit step reference
NP-EDF
NP-ATDP best

1.15
1.1
1.05
1
0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

time (s)
Figure 3: Unit step response of the NCS with NP-EDF and the best feasible NP-ATD poli y found by an
exhaustive sear h (c

= 35

and

d = 0.4).

The load is equal to

0.5

.

Figure 4 presents the average performan es improvement (over

100

runs for ea h point) of the best feasible

NP-ATD poli y found over NP-EDF for the three performan e metri s of interest. It provides lear- ut eviden es
of the improvement brought by NP-ATD over NP-EDF for the NCS under study. Indeed, the improvement is

0.6, the
IAE .

signi ant whatever the load and in reases with it. For instan e, at a load equal to
NP-EDF is

7

35.5%

for the settling time,

30.1%

for the overshoot and

14.3%

for the

improvement over

Con lusion and future work

This paper introdu es the

lass of Non-Preemptive Arrival Time Dependent (NP-ATD) poli ies intended for the

s heduling of frames at the MAC level. These poli ies are easily implementable on COTS

omponents (e.g., CAN

ontrollers) and provide a good trade-o between feasibility and the satisfa tion of other appli ation-dependent
riteria su h as the response time jitter. An NP-ATD poli y
a parti ular appli ation or be

an be built for the performan e requirements of

hosen to provide good average performan es on random sets of tra

streams.

In order to assess the feasibility of systems using NP-ATD poli ies, a s hedulability analysis that is generi
for all poli ies of the

lass was proposed. In the

jitters impa t the performan es of the

ontext of Networked Controlled Systems where delays and

ontrol loop, simulations have shown that well

hosen poli ies

an bring

signi ant improvements over plain NP-EDF or NP-DM.
In a future work, a more a

urate evaluation of the impa t of the s heduling poli ies on the

system is intended to be done on real platforms. Another improvement would be to

ontrolled

ome up with more e ient
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IAE
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% of improvement over NP-EDF
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40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Load
Figure 4:

Average improvement of overshoot, settling time and

IAE

over NP-EDF with the best feasible

NP-ATD poli y found by an exhaustive sear h.

sear h te hniques for exploring the poli y sear h spa e; preliminary experiments have shown that a simple
neighbourhood te hnique su h a hill- limbing with a Tabu list is more e ient than the exhaustive sear h.
Finally, this work

ould be extended to other

lass of poli ies su h as time-sharing poli y (e.g. Round-Robin

[45℄, Pfair [46℄); the main problem will be here to
the

ome up with a s hedulability analysis valid for all poli ies of

lass.
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Logarithmi

s ale to map priority

This appendix presents the logarithmi

Ak,n + pk

of a frame

fk,n

s ale, introdu ed in [23℄ for the deadline

to a limited number

providing ner resolution for

n

loser deadline.

2h S

slot
blo k
q slots
0
tstart

Figure 5: Logarithmi

h

ase, to map the priority

of priority bits in order to redu e quantization errors by

2h pmin
t
h−1

1

2 pmin

pmin

2

s ale starting at tstart , where

is the index of the blo k

2

2 pmin

pmin

pmin

h+1

h

pmin

is the minimum relative priority in the tra stream,
S is the size of the rst time slot (i.e. pmin
q ).

omputed with equation 11 and

An example of a logarithmi

s ale is shown in gure 5. The time origin of the logarithmi s ale, denoted by
def
is updated at ea h new transmission beginning (tstart = maxk,n (Bk,n ≤ t), where t is the urrent time).
def
Timeline, from tstart to pmax (pmax = maxτk ∈T (pk )) is divided in blo ks of in reasing length. Ea h blo k is

tstart ,

q

divided into

slots where

q

is an integer known at the design stage (see equation 12). The priority of a frame

orresponds to the index of the slot

ontaining the

urrent deadline

Ak,n + pk − tstart .

Index

i,

from [23℄, is

omputed as follow:

i=h·q+
where

h,

S


Ak,n + pk − tstart − 2h pmin
,
2h S

def
def pmin
= q and pmin = minτk ∈T
tstart falls, from [23℄, is:

is the size of the rst time slot (S

where the

urrent deadline

h

The number of slots

q

Ak,n + pk −

=

( j

log2

Ak,n +pk −tstart
pmin

0

k

if

$

def pmax
pmin . By denition, the size of the slot where

When the logarithmi

ase, these errors are

alled

(11)

.

omputation details) is given by:

%

(12)

,

Ak,n + pk − tstart

falls is equal to

2h S .

an belong to the same slot and an inversion of priority may o

ur. In

alled quantization errors.

Higher priority workload

This appendix details

The index of the blo k,

s ale is used (or when a limited number of bits are devoted for priority en oding),

frames whi h have distin t deadlines
su h a

otherwise

2n
⌊log2 kmax ⌋ + 2⌊logkmax
2 kmax ⌋

kmax =

where

(pk )).

Ak,n + pk − tstart > pmin

in a blo k (see Appendix A of [23℄ for

q=

B

—

Wk (a, t)

omputation of higher priority workload

limited number of bits available for en oding the deadlines o

Wk (a, t)

when priority inversions due to the

ur.
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Wk (a, t) is, by denition, the work indu ed by frames of tra stream fi ,
fk , in a deadline busy period of length t. A deadline busy period is a period of network utilization
without idle-time during whi h only frames with priority greater than fk (a) are exe uted. In the following, u
is the beginning of the deadline busy period. Ai,j0 = min{Ai,j | j ∈ N, Ai,j ≥ u} and Ai,j1 = max{Ai,j | j ∈
N, Ai,j ≤ u + t} are respe tively the rst and the last frame of the tra stream fi in the deadline busy period.
The number of frames of fi in the interval [u, u + t] is n = j1 − j0 + 1.
The goal is to bound, for ea h tra stream fi , the work indu ed by frames of fi in [u, u + t]. The work of
the last frame of tra stream fi arrived at Ai,j1 is take into a ount i:
The higher priority workload

dierent than

1.

fi,j1 arrives

before the end of the interval

[u, u + t]: Ai,j1 ≤ u + t

.

Ai,j1 ≤ u + t
Ai,j0 + (n − 1) · Ti ≤ u + t
Thus:

n=

—

t
Ti



+1≤

t
+ 1 be ause n ∈ N and Ai,j0 ≥ u
Ti

fk (a). For this purpose, we assume
Ak,n + Dk − tstart are of higher priority
than fk (a). Thus, frames having a deadline lower or equal than Ak,n + D k + Sk (a, t) are onsidered to have
a higher priority (Sk (a, t) is an upper bound of the size of the slot to whi h Ak,n + D k − tstart belongs,

2. Furthermore, the last frame

fi,j1

must have a priority greater than

that all frames having a deadline belonging to the same slot as

see [24℄ for

omputation details).

Ai,j1 + Di − tstart ≤ u + a + Dk + Sk (a, t) − tstart
Thus:

n=

—


a + D k + Sk (a, t) − D i
a + Dk + Sk (a, t) − Di
+1≤
+1
Ti
Ti

be ause

n∈N

Hen e, an upper bound kof thej number of frames
k n indu ed by a tra stream fi in a deadline busy period
j
a+Dk +Sk (a,t)−Di
t
+ 1 . A bound on the higher priority work Wk (a, t), due to
of length t is: min
Ti + 1,
Ti

tra

streams dierent from

fk ,

Wk (a, t) =

is thus:

X„
i6=k
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„—

t
Ti




««+
a + Dk + Sk (a, t) − Di
+ 1,
+1
· Ci
Ti
—

.
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